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causes: Improper ETT lubrication, an ETT of the maximum 
size allowed for the i-gel®’s lumen, thereby causing friction, 
or maybe because of the cannula’s material, since as it is 
made of plastic, it may not be rigid enough to properly hold 
the ETT. Perhaps, it could be a combination of all these 
situations. However, we haven’t had any trouble in more 
than one hundred endotracheal intubations through the i-gel® 
using Magill forceps for its removal. Of course, care should 
be taken when inserting the forceps to hold the ETT, since 
its cuff may be damaged. We, therefore, consider that Magill 
forceps are successful as an alternative in helping to remove 
i-gel® after endotracheal intubation through the device, and 
we hope you can try it in your daily practice.
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Figure 1: Magill forceps as an endotracheal tube (ETT) holder. Care must be 
taken not to damage the cuff of the ETT

Awake fiber-optic intubation: 
“Stop and Think” before you 
act!

Sir,
Awake fiber-optic intubation is considered a safe and effective 
approach to secure a difficult airway. However, in certain 
circumstances, a change in planning to invasive method of 
securing airway is a wise option.

A	52-year-old	male	patient	with	complaints	of	hoarseness	of	
voice for 4 months was diagnosed having malignancy of left 

vocal cords, involving anterior commissure. Before scheduling 
the patient for partial laryngectomy, the patient was given 
34	cycles	of	radiotherapy,	following	which	patient	developed	
difficulty in swallowing.

Preoperative anesthetic evaluation was unremarkable 
except incidental finding of hypertension that required 
medication. Airway assessment was normal except a 
decreased submandibular compliance. A check fiberscopy 
and endotracheal intubation, if feasible, was considered as 
a plan for airway management. After adequate preparation 
using	nasal	 decongestant	 and	 topical	 anesthesia	with	4%	
lignocaine, fiberscopic view showed a grossly edematous 
epiglottis overhanging the glottis opening with ulcerative 
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growth on left-sided vocal cord extending to anterior 
commissure. Further advancement of fiberscope was assessed 
as difficult with risk of bleeding from the ulcerative part 
of vocal cord. Since the patient’s postoperative airway 
management mandated tracheostomy, a decision to secure 
the airway by preinduction high percutaneous dilatational 
tracheostomy (PCDT) was taken. Further management 
of airway was according to the surgical needs, and a 
tracheostomy tube was placed after creating a new tracheal 
stoma at the end of surgery.

After securing airway and providing anesthesia, C-Mac 
D-Blade (Karl Storz Tuttlingem) videolaryngoscope was used 
to confirm the fiberscopic findings [Figure	1].	The	laryngeal	
tissue removed after surgery was examined retrospectively to 
reevaluate the decision to choose invasive method of securing 
airway. These examinations again confirmed fiberscopy 
findings mentioned earlier. We also tried to negotiate fiberscope 
through the removed specimen to assess the size of endotracheal 
tube which could have passed through the glottis opening of 
the	excised	specimen.	A	6.0	mm	ID	cuffed	endotracheal	tube	
could be passed through vocal cords with difficulty.

By reporting this case, we want to emphasize importance 
of decision-making at every step in patients with a potential 
difficult airway. The growth around the glottis opening 
makes airway difficult with risk of losing it after sedation 
or neuromuscular blockade. In such a situation, awake 
fiber-optic intubation is regarded as a cornerstone of safe 
anesthetic practice. However, this is also associated with 
many complications, forcing airway managers to consider its 
merits and limitations. Certainly, keeping the patient awake 
and spontaneously breathing will prevent the disastrous 
consequences “cannot intubate and cannot ventilate.” 
However, complications such as bleeding from the ulcerated 
tissue and inadequate topical anesthesia can occur and lead 
to loss of vision during fibrescopy and intubation and/or 
precipitation of laryngospasm.[1] This can defeat the purpose 
of securing airway safely by awake fibresc-opic intubation. 
Moreover, spread of malignant tissue by dissemination 
of seeding from the damaged malignant tissue cannot be 
overlooked.[2]

The invasive methods of securing airway are not preferred 
due to the presence of scar and stigma associated with 
tracheostomy. In this patient, decision to secure airway by 
high placed PCDT was taken as it is quick, safe, and can 
be easily performed with less discomfort by expert hands. 
It has been suggested that bronchoscopy-guided PCDT 
might have a lower incidence of complications compared 
with PCDT performed without bronchoscopy, but it was 
not advisable in our patient and moreover, the data on this 

issue are mixed.[2] Among intraoperative complications while 
performing PCDT, premature extubation and bleeding are 
most concerning. These complications were prevented by an 
expert team. Furthermore, stigma of presence of scar after 
surgery was not an issue since patient needed a stoma after 
total laryngectomy. A rare but deadly late complication is 
tracheal-innominate fistula. However, this concern is more 
when either the tracheostomy performed is too low, or cannula 
is not appropriately chosen.

The securing of airway not only requires knowledge of 
anatomy and skills but also includes cerebral decision 
making at the right time. In a recent editorial, the airway 
management approach of “stop and think” suggested 
by Difficult Air way Society guidelines has been 
highlighted.[3] In this patient, problems associated with 
fiber-optic intubation were avoided by changing initial 
plan to invasive method of securing airway. We suggest 
fibersc-opic assessment in patients having growth around 
glottis opening and “Stop and Think” about consequences 
before attempting intubation.
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Figure 1: C‑Mac D‑Blade videolaryngoscopic view showing overhanging 
edematous epiglottis
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Tramadol-induced 
hypoglycemia: An unusual 
adverse effect

Sir,
We read the article by Mahmood et al.[1] with great interest, 
and would like to share our observations of hypoglycemia the 
following tramadol in our cases of head injury and highlight 
the probable mechanisms for hypoglycemia induced by 
tramadol.

We	have	noticed	rapid	fall	 in	blood	sugar	(as	low	as	50	
mg/dl)	within	60-90	min	after	intravenous	administration	
of tramadol in some cases of head injury, who developed 
features of restlessness and agitation. Similar clinical and 
biochemical manifestations reappeared when tramadol was 
administered. Our cases did not suffer from hypoxemia, 
hypotension, arrhythmias, or any other demonstrable causes 
to account for restlessness and agitation, and were not on 
any antidiabetic agents. In our series, hypoglycemia was 
observed	within	the	 first	3-6	days	of	 tramadol	 treatment	
in certain group of patients, particularly in elderly and 
predisposed. Tramadol induces hypoglycemia in some 
susceptible individuals due to a reduction in hepatic 
gluconeogenesis[2] and increased insulin concentration.
[3] Apart from that, it enhances insulin signaling which 
increases hepatic sensitivity to insulin and stimulates 
glucose utilization by muscles. [4] Even the recent 
publications[5,6] to have described hypoglycemia following 
tramadol administration. The probable reasons for 
variations	are	related	to	the	expression	of	CYP2D6,	and	
the	amount	of	M1	synthesized	for	a	given	dose	of	tramadol.	

Approximately,	10%	of	Italians,	Portuguese,	and	Greeks,	
and roughly one-third of people from the Arabian peninsula 
and Eastern Africa are “ultrarapid metabolizers” and 
susceptible for adverse effects of tramadol when compared 
to their counterparts.[7]

Tramadol is one of the widely prescribed analgesics by 
practitioners, as they believe that it is safe. Hence, we have 
to motivate the practitioners to consider hypoglycemia, 
whenever their patients on tramadol develop features of 
restlessness or agitation. Let us teach and train our health 
science students, and healthcare providers to recognize 
tramadol-induced hypoglycemia from the point of patient 
safety.
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